
 
 
        Introduction to Investigative Poetry 
 
     “This is the Age of Investigation 
     and every citizen must investigate” 
 

were the opening lines of a poem I read at the New Year’s Poetry Marathon  Jan 1, ’75 at the St. 
Mark’s Church in NYC.  And it actually WAS a thrilling Age of Investigation after the long years of 
Johnson, Nixon, assassinations & secret wars; an era beginning around ’74 which compared 
very well to the Golden Age of Muckrake, when Ida Tarbell brought down Standard Oil for its 
predatory evil, as book publishers, investigative reporters & tv producers all of a sudden found 
public support for pieces that looked behind the scenes of greed, secret violence, the world of 
the CIA/FBI/Military & corrupt government, so that the year I wrote Investigative Poetry 
bloomed with a rising expectation of a better democracy! 

 
We were hoping it to be more peaceful, less hateful, with the right wing on the ebb, war 

made more obsolete! and hearing all the Muses singing the praises of The Age of investigation, 
as the long and calamitous war in Vietnam (Laos and Cambodia too), suffused with napalm and 
Agent Orange, was headed to a close.   

 
Sy Hersh had recently splashed over the front page of The New York Times the grim history 

of the CIA’s Operation Chaos which revealed how the Agency had illegally spied on and 
compiled 10,000 dossiers on various groups and U.S. citizens in violation of the 1947 National 
Security Act. 

 
And Senator Frank Church began chairing in early 1975 a bi-partisan Senate Select 

Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities which 
conducted eye-opening hearings on illegal CIA/FBI/NSA intelligence-gathering and covert 
operations. 

 
1976 saw a further flowering of the Age of Investigation with the creation of the House 

Select Committee on Assassinations which conducted reinvestigations of the murders of John F. 
Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr.  In 1979, a single Report and twelve volumes of appendices 
on each assassination were published by the Congress. 

 
So the publication of Investigative Poetry by City Lights fit right in with this important Age.  I 

had prepared myself for this, say, ever since the Freedom Rides of 1961.   Absorbing the daily 
surge of headlines, and the long-time influence of mentors such as Allen Ginsberg and Charles 
Olson provided the intellectual impetus for  my manifesto. 

 
I remember purchasing the 1959 Totem Press/Leroi Jones version of  Charles Olson’s 

“Projective Verse”  from the 8h Street Bookshop soon after it was published.  The same year, 
from the same place, I bought the Auerhahn Press “Maximus from Dogtown— I.”  Both scorched 



through my mind, much as “Howl” had done back in 1957. 
 
I began corresponding with Olson in 1962, visited him in Gloucester in 1964, and at the 

Berkeley Poetry Conference in 1965.  And now and then I saw him until just before his passing in 
early 1970.  Ginsberg became a close friend starting in 1964, and he lived just down the street 
from my Peace Eye Bookstore in the Lower East Side of NY. 

 
When I wrote my book on the Manson group, The Family, in 1970 and ’71, for the first drafts 

I tended to write the text in lines breaks and vertical verse-clusters, which I later retyped into 
regular paragraphs.  It was this experience of composing in line-breaks that was instrumental in 
inspiring me to consider Investigative Poetry. 

 
By the spring of 1975 I was working steadily on Investigative Poetry.  I helped organize that 

spring a series of readings at a bistro on Rock City Road in Woodstock, where Miriam and I and 
our daughter Deirdre had moved from New York City in ’74.  During the inspired readings at 
Rosa’s Cantina, I listened and made notes for Investigative Poetry. 

 
I was invited to an International Counterculture Festival in Montreal that spring also and 

conversations on the concepts of Investigative Poetry I had there with Allen Ginsberg and 
William Burroughs  helped strengthen and turn my notes into a kind of manifesto. 

 
The Counterculture Festival featured William Burroughs, Allen Ginsberg, Claud Pelieu, Mary 

Beach, Charles Plymell, Denis Vanier, Anne Waldman, John Giorno,and others.  This event was 
titled Rencontre Internationale “de la contreculture,”  and in addition to a reading, I was invited 
to give a talk.   That talk was the first version of “Investigative Poetry.” 

 
That summer I was invited to read and lecture at the Naropa Institute in Boulder, Colorado, 

where I spent time with Joanne Kyger, Michael Brownstein, Allen Ginsberg, Phil Whalen, and 
others.  My lecture was the final version of “Investigative Poetry,” which I had been polishing 
and researching, using the Woodstock Library during many afternoons.   

 
Joanne Kyger was on hand for my lecture, and soon urged Lawrence Ferlinghetti and City 

Light Books to publish it.   To my lasting gratitude Ferlinghetti had it well-designed and printed it 
in late 1976. 

 
Thanks, Lawrence 
Thanks, Joanne 
Thanks, Don Byrd, for urging this republication 
Thanks, Michael Boughn, for typing and overseeing it 
Thanks to the Age of Investigation 
    in full-swell during the mid-late 1970s! 
 
And thanks also to George Butterick, who was in charge of the Charles Olson Archive at the 

Wilbur Cross Library at the University of Connecticut during those years, and who wrote me in 



early December 1976, after reading the newly published Investigative Poetry: 
 
“Dear Ed, 
 
Let me tell you your Investigative Poetry is one of the most important documents, texts, 

textbooks, and manifestos or manifestations to come into my hands since— I guess it’s the most 
important thing for me since “Projective Verse” itself.  That’s a big claim, I know, but I can’t see 
any other way around it and no other contender intervenes in my mind.  The language is so 
accessible and such a clarion into the cold morning air, like reveille.  I tell all the students who 
come to me to acquire it…. 

 
The only thing that has me puzzled is why you left out what for me is the obvious guiding 

and controlling quotation for all of Olson (from “A Bibliography on America”): 
 
  Best thing to do is to dig one thing or place or man until you yourself know more 

about  
  that than is possible to any other man.  It doesn’t matter whether it’s Barbed 

Wire 
  or Pemmican or Paterson or Iowa.  But exhaust it.  Saturate it.  Beat it. 
        And then U KNOW everything else  
  very fast: one saturation job (it might take 14 years). 
  And you’re in, forever 
 
It is the one principle that has guided me all the while.  Poor Charles didn’t know it would be 
turned upon himself!  although he was using himself and Melville as the example of the “14 

years.” 
 
    George Butterick” 
 
Thank you, George Butterick, and all hail the Age of Investigation!. 
 
 
 
     —Ed Sanders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


